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Abstract
The widespread uptake of platform strategies turns many vendors

of enterprise software into curators of an ecosystem of firms that

collaboratively develop and commercialize a shared technology. As

a platform owner's effectiveness in integrating knowledge across

ecosystem participants will distinguish it from its competitors, we

investigate the management of development‐related knowledge

across firm boundaries. Our exploratory, multiple‐case study of 4

platforms illustrates how “knowledge boundaries” emerge between

platform owners and complementors. We observe that knowledge

boundaries are influenced by a platform's functional extent, inter-

face design, and evolutionary dynamics, which create differences,

dependencies, and novelty of development knowledge, resulting in

qualitatively distinct types of knowledge boundaries. To overcome

knowledge boundaries, platform owners provide various resources

at the boundary, including information portals, documentation,

helpdesks, and alignment workshops. We observe that in shaping

these resources, platform owners face a trade‐off between provid-

ing knowledge at the right scope, while allowing for the scalability

of knowledge resources for the entire ecosystem. Depending on

their scope and scale, we classify knowledge boundary resources

as broadcasting, brokering, and bridging, each representing qualita-

tively distinct patterns in managing knowledge in platform ecosys-

tems. We conclude with implications for researchers and managers.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In organizing for technological innovation, an enterprise software vendor may choose to “open” its technology and

allow third parties to participate in the technology's development and commercialization (Adner & Kapoor, 2010;

Teece, 1986; Tiwana, Konsynski, & Bush, 2010). Such a “platform strategy” underlies the success of many of today's

biggest vendors of enterprise software. In fact, in 2016, Gartner's 3 leaders in enterprise resource planning—

Microsoft, Oracle, and SAP—pursued platform strategies (Gartner, 2015). Platform strategies are risky. If successful,

platform owners enjoy enormous returns and competitive positions. If unsuccessful, huge financial losses may be

incurred, as is evident from SAP's US$ 3 billion write‐off of the platform Business ByDesign (Hesseldahl, 2013).

A substantial part of the risk associated with platform strategies arises from moving the locus of product devel-

opment from within the firm toward independent third‐party firms, so‐called complementors (Boudreau, 2010;

Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009; Gulati, Puranam, & Tushman, 2012). Complementors develop products and services on

top of the platform. Platform owners seek to leverage the expertise of a diverse community of complementors that

creatively develop novel capabilities unforeseen in the platform's original design (Nambisan, 2013; Tilson, Lyytinen,

& Sørensen, 2010; Tiwana et al., 2010). Essentially, platform strategies require an enterprise software vendor to focus

less on managing product and service development within their boundaries, focusing instead on the careful gover-

nance of complementors in order to profit from their development outcomes (Bergvall‐Kåreborn & Howcroft,

2014; Eaton, Elaluf‐Calderwood, Sorenson, & Yoo, 2015; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013; Iansiti & Levien, 2004).

A crucial issue caused by the shift of innovation outside an enterprise software vendor's boundaries involves the

integration of development knowledge across firm boundaries. Given the complex nature of enterprise software, it is

anything but trivial for complementors to develop add‐ons. Thus, enterprise software vendors face the challenge of

furnishing third parties with development knowledge in order to facilitate participation in development and innova-

tion. Such knowledge often encompasses a holistic picture of the offered functionality (software development kits,

libraries), system landscapes (eg, data warehouses, business processes), and business functions (eg, finance, human

resources). In particular, complementors need to know how to access, combine, and extend platform functionality

in order to develop add‐on products and services (Bergvall‐Kåreborn & Howcroft, 2014; von Hippel & Katz, 2002).

In other words, platform strategies inherently impose “knowledge boundaries” between platform owners and

complementors. If platform owners do not identify and address these knowledge boundaries effectively, the success

of the platform strategy is likely to be endangered. Hence, acquiring platform‐specific knowledge is one of the persis-

tent problems for complementors (Bergvall‐Kåreborn & Howcroft, 2014) and it has been argued that a platform

owner's insufficient provision of knowledge resources is one of the key reasons that platforms fail (Van Alstyne,

Parker, & Choudhary, 2016).

We study the antecedents of knowledge boundaries and their consequences for platform management in the

context of enterprise software platform ecosystems. Although knowledge management has been subject to prior

work on platform governance from the perspectives of boundary resources and boundary spanning (eg, Ghazawneh

& Henfridsson, 2013; Huber, Kude, & Dibbern, 2017), platform engineering and design (eg, Baldwin & Woodard,

2008; Ulrich, 1995; West, 2003), and governance strategy (eg, Boudreau & Hagiu, 2009; Cusumano & Gawer,

2002; Shapiro & Varian, 1998), these studies do little to inform why complementors require knowledge and how plat-

form owners convey knowledge to complementors. First, much prior work on platforms is conceptual (eg, Tiwana

et al., 2010; Ulrich, 1995) or focused on mobile platforms (eg, Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013).

Thus, we lack an understanding and related empirical evidence of knowledge management for technologically com-

plex platforms such as enterprise software platforms. Second, although some studies focus on interactions across firm

boundaries for the purpose of knowledge management (eg, Sarker, Sarker, Sahaym, & Bjørn‐andersen, 2012), these

studies have not yet considered the challenges faced by platform owners in managing knowledge boundaries for an

unprecedented number of complementor firms (von Hippel & Katz, 2002). In fact, many of the techniques suggested

by prior work for managing knowledge across boundaries within firms or between very few firms, such as the joint

development of prototypes (Carlile, 2002, 2004) or site visits and joint teams (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003), are not
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readily applicable in the one‐to‐many context of platform ecosystems. Finally, the contributions of work on boundary

resources mostly relate to understanding how actions and reactions of platform owners and complementors shape

resources at the boundary (Eaton et al., 2015; Huber et al., 2017), rather than what influences gaps in knowledge

across the boundary and how platform owners address these gaps by shaping boundary resources and boundary‐

spanning activities. In sum, although prior work has alluded to knowledge boundaries in platform ecosystems, there

is as yet no comprehensive investigation focusing on the context of enterprise software platforms.

To address this gap, we conducted an exploratory multiple‐case study of 4 enterprise software platforms, which

included 40 interviews with platformmanagers and the executives of complementor firms. Our analysis was guided by

the framework of Carlile (2004), which helped us identify the specific causes and consequences of knowledge bound-

aries pertaining to enterprise software platforms. We found knowledge boundaries to be contingent on 2 technolog-

ical properties of the platform—functional extent and interface design. Particularly, we found that changes to the

platform's functional extent or interface design broadened knowledge boundaries. We identified various knowledge

boundary resources (KBR) that platform owners provisioned in response to broadened boundaries. These include

information portals, interface documentations, massive open online courses, communities of practice, helpdesk

accounts, and alignment workshops. More importantly, we found that these KBR differ in terms of scope (how much

of the gap in knowledge they overcome) and scale (how many complementors they can address). Depending on their

scope and scale, we propose 3 broad types of KBR: broadcasting, brokering, and bridging.

Taken together, the findings of this study contribute to our understanding of the challenges enterprise software

platform owners face when introducing changes to their platform, and their considerations when choosing to provide

broadcasting, brokering, or bridging type KBR to overcome knowledge boundaries.
2 | BACKGROUND

2.1 | Platform governance and knowledge management

Choosing a platform strategy is one popular approach organizations use to develop and commercialize digital products

(Teece, 1986), as evidenced by corporations such as Apple or Microsoft pursuing such a strategy for key product lines.

Platforms are commonly defined as systems that match adopters of the system with firms that provide complements

to the system (Parker, Van Alstyne, & Choudhary, 2016). These complements are products or services that make the

focal product or service more attractive (Rochet & Tirole, 2003; Shapiro & Varian, 1998). Given that platforms are

subject to network externalities (Katz & Shapiro, 1994; Parker & Van Alstyne, 2005) and winner‐takes‐all dynamics

(Rochet & Tirole, 2003), platform owners' activities go beyond designing, developing, and distributing the platform

itself and also include nontrivial decisions regarding platform governance (Boudreau & Hagiu, 2009; Tiwana, 2013;

Tiwana, 2015; Wareham, Fox, & Cano Giner, 2014). Following prior work, we use the term platform governance to

refer to the fundamental decisions of platform owners with regards to the ecosystem of complementors (Gawer,

2014; Tiwana, 2013; Tiwana et al., 2010). Platform governance encompasses decisions regarding the ownership of

the platform (Boudreau, 2010), platform owner's entry into complementary markets (Gawer & Henderson, 2007),

or community‐building activities (Cusumano & Gawer, 2002).

One aspect of platform governance pertains to integrating development‐related knowledge across firm boundaries

(Bergvall‐Kåreborn &Howcroft, 2014). In particular, complementors need to know how to access, combine, and extend

platform functionality in order to develop add‐on products and services (Bergvall‐Kåreborn & Howcroft, 2014; von

Hippel & Katz, 2002), which encompasses platform functionality (eg, software development kits, libraries), system land-

scapes (eg, data warehouses, business processes), and business functions (eg, finance, human resources). Hence, suc-

cessful platform owners govern the integration of knowledge across firm boundaries (Van Alstyne et al., 2016).

Recognizing the importance of providing complementors with requisite knowledge, 3 broad research streams in

the related platform literature have touched upon knowledge management in the context of platforms. The first
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stream relates to platform governance with a focus on interactions at the technological and organizational boundaries

between platform owners and complementors (eg, Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013; Huber et al.,

2017). Work in this stream argues that governance outcomes are the result of complex and dynamic sociotechnical

negotiations at the interface between platform owners and complementors. Therefore, platform governance might

best be understood by studying the interactions at the boundary between platform owners and complementors in

detail (Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013; Huber et al., 2017; Sarker et al., 2012). These studies

have, for instance, documented that boundary resources (Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013) and

boundary‐spanning activities of platform owners (Huber et al., 2017; Sarker et al., 2012) play important roles in

influencing complementor outcomes. For example, prior work studies the broader concept of boundary resources,

which are referred to as “the software tools and regulations that serve as the interface for the arm's length relation-

ship between the platform owner and the application developer” (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013, p. 174), such as

application programming interfaces or software development kits (Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson,

2013). Other studies describe different forms of boundary‐spanning activities, which may result in arm's length or

in more dyadic relationships between platform owners and complementors (Huber et al., 2017).

The second stream considers knowledge management as a part of platform governance from a design and engi-

neering perspective (Baldwin & Woodard, 2008; Carlile, 2002; Ulrich, 1995; West, 2003). Work in this stream recog-

nizes platforms as a type of product architecture that focuses on the systematic reuse of a shared set of building

blocks across different products with the aim of enabling economies of scope (Gawer, 2014). These studies focus

on particular architectural aspects of platforms, such as modularity and interface design, and how a careful design

of the platform's architecture may influence governance costs (Banker, Davis, & Slaughter, 1998; Brown & Eisenhardt,

1995; Brusoni & Prencipe, 2006; Henderson & Clark, 1990), also in terms of reducing the need to manage knowledge

across boundaries (Brusoni & Prencipe, 2006; Furlan, Cabigiosu, & Camuffo, 2014; Henderson & Clark, 1990). These

studies suggest that architectural characteristics of the platform technology may influence differences in knowledge

between platform owners and complementors.

The third stream includes strategy‐related work on optimal forms of platform governance, including questions

surrounding knowledge management. The debate in this stream is characterized by 2 paradigms. One paradigm—often

advanced in economics‐oriented research on platforms—is that platform owners profit most from complementary

innovation if their governance stimulates competition among or with complementors (Armstrong, 2006; Rochet &

Tirole, 2003; Shapiro & Varian, 1998). The presumption is that competition forces complementors to lower their

prices and to continuously differentiate.1 The opposing paradigm—advanced in management and information systems

research on platforms—is that competition has little value in the long run. Instead, platform owners should focus their

efforts on cooperation, in terms of investing in long‐term “developer relations” (Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009). This

argument is based on evidence that competition might crowd out complementors, due to complementors failing to

monetize their products (Boudreau, 2012) or because complementors may fear value appropriation by the platform

owner (Ceccagnoli, Forman, Huang, & Wu, 2012; Huang, Ceccagnoli, Forman, & Wu, 2013). In light of this discussion,

platform owners' investment in overcoming knowledge boundaries represents one form of cooperating with

complementors.

Taken together, the platform literature suggests that knowledge boundaries can be overcome with boundary

resources and boundary‐spanning activities (eg, Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013; Huber et al.,

2017), that knowledge boundaries are a consequence of platform design (eg, Baldwin & Woodard, 2008; Carlile,

2002; Ulrich, 1995; West, 2003), and that governance decisions pertaining to the platform owner‐complementor rela-

tionship are of strategic relevance (eg, Boudreau & Hagiu, 2009; Cusumano & Gawer, 2002; Shapiro & Varian, 1998).

These findings notwithstanding, it is thus far not clear (1) what influences gaps in knowledge across the boundary and

(2) how platform owners overcome these gaps through boundary resources and boundary‐spanning activities. The
1Shapiro and Varian (1998, p. 279) recommend that platform owners “encourage a […] competitive market for complements,” and, if
necessary, also actively “compete with your installed base.”
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lack of research on these 2 questions may be partially explained by the focus of earlier work on consumer platforms,

such as Apple's iOS and Google's Android mobile operating systems (eg, Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh &

Henfridsson, 2013; Tiwana, 2015). Arguably, enterprise software platforms are complex technological systems that

cover a broad range of functionalities, architectures, and business lines, such as customer analytics or large enterprise

resource planning systems. This is in contrast to consumer platforms, which naturally cover a narrow set of function-

ality (eg, Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013). Hence, such technological complexity may have implications for knowl-

edge boundaries that remain unidentified in related literature. Furthermore, enterprise software platforms differ in

the variety of platform owner‐complementor relationships, and prior work on enterprise software platforms docu-

ments complex forms of interactions between platform owners and complementors (Huber et al., 2017; Sarker

et al., 2012; Wareham et al., 2014). For example, Sarker et al. (2012) observe different “modes of co‐creation”

between platform owners and complementors. Wareham et al. (2014) found that platform owners discriminate

between complementors, with high performing complementors receiving more extensive support.

As platform strategies have been increasingly adopted in the enterprise software industry to address highly spe-

cific customer needs and profit from outside innovation (eg, Ceccagnoli et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2013; Wareham

et al., 2014), we deem it important and timely to address the issue of knowledge management in the context of

enterprise software platforms. To that end, our study of enterprise software platforms offers unique and valuable

insights into the sources and consequences of knowledge boundaries that have remained outside of the scope of

extant consumer platform research.
2.2 | Research framework: Knowledge boundaries in Enterprise software platform
ecosystems

The problem of integrating knowledge across firm boundaries has been subject to various theoretical frameworks on

knowledge management. The presumption that a firm's effectiveness in integrating knowledge will distinguish it from

its competitors has been an important insight in explaining organizational outcomes (Grant, 1996). In understanding

the problems of knowledge integration, the tacit nature of knowledge (Nonaka, 1994; Polanyi, 1966; Von Krogh

et al., 2000), its stickiness (von Hippel & Katz, 2002; von Hippel, 1998), and the difficulty of transferring it (Szulanski,

1996) have emerged as widely accepted explanations.

To guide our subsequent empirical exploration, we adapt Carlile's (2004) framework that has proved to be useful

in a similar, yet different context (see Figure 1). The problem of integrating knowledge across boundaries in platform

ecosystems is characterized by 2 or more firms seeking to exchange knowledge with each other and encountering dif-

ficulties due to varying properties of knowledge at the boundary. The goal of both platform owners and

complementors is to integrate knowledge in order to maximize their profits from product development and
FIGURE 1 Knowledge boundary framework (adapted from Carlile, 2004)
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innovation. This problem is subject to Carlile's (2004) framework. In the context of knowledge boundaries within a

firm, Carlile (2004) examines the knowledge boundaries between different groups of a firm that are engaged in

new product development. The proposed framework qualitatively distinguishes different types of knowledge bound-

aries and offers guidelines for actors to handle the resulting complexity by borrowing the notion of boundary objects

(Star & Griesemer, 1989). This framework suits our exploration because it helps structure the causes of differences in

knowledge across firm boundaries, because it structures the set of approaches for overcoming knowledge boundaries.

Furthermore, it is related to product development research, which fits with our context of platforms. This framework

has been widely adopted in the literature (eg, Kellogg, Orlikowski, & Yates, 2006; Rosenkranz, Vranesic, & Holten,

2014). In the following, we present key aspects of the framework and derive guiding questions for the empirical

exploration of knowledge boundaries in enterprise software platform ecosystems.
2.2.1 | Differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge at the boundary

The first aspect of Carlile's knowledge boundary framework is that knowledge boundaries emerge from different

properties of knowledge that are present at the boundary between platform owners and complementors. Figure 1

illustrates the knowledge boundary schematically. Carlile (2004) describes 3 properties of knowledge at the boundary.

Differences refer to the degree to which the domain knowledge of different actors deviates from each other (Carlile,

2004). Transferred to our context, one example of differences in knowledge is the specificity of knowledge. Whereas

some firms have highly specific knowledge about enterprise software and processes in one industry, other firms have

accumulated specific knowledge associated with a completely different set of industries and technologies.

Dependencies describe linkages across different domains of knowledge of stakeholders involved in developing the

product (Carlile, 2004). For example, complementors may require knowledge on a specific aspect of platform devel-

opment, such as knowledge about particular software development kits, application programming interfaces, and

libraries. Differences and dependencies are not independent from each other because without dependencies, differ-

ences would be of no consequence (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003).

Differences and dependencies of knowledge are particularly consequential when knowledge at the boundary

changes (Carlile, 2004). Novelty of knowledge describes the recency with which circumstances at the boundary

change (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003), for example, in response to changing customer requirements. To illustrate the

role of novelty, consider Figure 1. At the origin, platform owners and complementors share the same knowledge

and encounter no difficulties in transferring knowledge, as both platform owners and complementors are aware of

all differences and dependencies of the knowledge. As novelty increases, gaps in knowledge that are of syntactic,

semantic, and pragmatic nature emerge. Syntactic gaps in knowledge are present when actors lack a shared vocabulary

and grammar to integrate knowledge. For example, actors may have their own jargon or vocabulary to refer to specific

elements of functional or technological knowledge. Semantic gaps in knowledge are present when actors share a com-

mon syntax, but understand or interpret the meaning of exchanged communication messages differently. Knowledge

is often context‐specific and experiential so that a message can be exchanged but will not be sufficiently understood

by the communication partner (Inkpen & Dinur, 1998; Kellogg et al., 2006; Kogut & Zander, 1992). Consequently, dif-

ficulties arise because of differences in meanings, assumptions, and contexts (Carlile, 2002). Shared ontologies may

serve as an instrument to reduce semantic gaps between actors. Pragmatic gaps in knowledge arise when actors share

a common syntax and understanding, but draw different implications or conclusions from it. For example, negative

customer feedback on the usability of a complement may trigger different actions on the pragmatic level. While the

platform owner may consider to fine‐tune its indexing method, the complementor may react to the feedback by

improving the graphical user interface. Thus, incongruent actions may happen due to differing beliefs, interests, and

strategies related to the integration of knowledge.

Not addressing syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries may hinder successful product development

(Carlile, 2002, 2004; Kellogg et al., 2006). Although Carlile (2004) does not directly refer to knowledge boundaries

as syntactic, semantic and pragmatic but rather as differences or gaps in syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge
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across boundaries, we will denote them in line with prior work that adopted Carlile's (2004) framework (eg, Kellogg

et al., 2006, Rosenkranz et al., 2014) as syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries in platform development. We

believe this simplification is sound because differences on the respective semiotic level create distinct knowledge bar-

riers which can be directly referred to as syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic boundaries.

Despite the importance of differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge for platform development,

research on their antecedents is scarce. In fact, Carlile (2002) outlines that the causes of differences, dependencies,

and novelty are specific to the product development setting. For example, in Carlile's (2004) context of new product

development in automotive companies, differences and dependencies emerged from the particular engineering pro-

cesses and the involved groups of actors, such as engine design, vehicle styling, and safety. Based on the above review

of literature, the unique structuring of enterprise software platform development, in terms of a shared technological

enterprise software representing the infrastructure for product development among independent firms, is likely to go

beyond prior work on knowledge boundaries in within‐firm contexts. While the above reviewed literature on platform

engineering and design suggests a considerable influence of architectural characteristics of the platform on knowledge

management costs, prior work has not yet explored how architectural characteristics of a platform influence proper-

ties of knowledge at the boundary. Therefore, the first goal of our study is to understand the unique antecedents of

differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge in enterprise software platform development.
Guiding question 1. What are the antecedents of differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge at

the boundary between enterprise software platform owners and complementors?
2.2.2 | Approaches to overcome knowledge boundaries

The second proposition of Carlile's (2004) framework is that syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries have con-

sequences for the design of objects and activities to overcome these boundaries and enable effective product devel-

opment outcomes. We refer to objects and activities employed by platform owners in order to overcome knowledge

boundaries and enable effective product development outcomes as KBR, both in relation to the work on platform

governance from a boundary perspective as well as regarding the notion of boundary objects and boundary spanners

(ie, human resources that enable boundary spanning) in the sociological literature (Star & Griesemer, 1989). Boundary

objects refer to “artifacts that are plastic enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the several parties

employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites” (Star, 1989, p. 393). Such boundary

objects include physical prototypes (Bechky, 2003; Carlile, 2002), communication technology (Kellogg et al., 2006),

and reporting forms (Star & Griesemer, 1989). Boundary spanners are human resources employed by an “innovation

unit to gather information from and transmit information to several external domains” (Tushman, 1977, p. 587). Exam-

ples of boundary spanners are knowledge experts or account managers (Tushman & Scanlan, 1981).

Although Carlile (2002) offers various empirical examples of KBR, such as joint prototyping, the question of how

platform owners of enterprise software platforms may overcome knowledge boundaries has not yet been answered.

KBR in enterprise software platform development may substantially differ from the within‐firm product development

context described in Carlile (2004) for 2 reasons. First, platform development takes place across firm boundaries,

which confronts platform owners with the difficulty of determining the appropriate scope of knowledge boundaries

to be provided at the boundary. For example, Wareham et al. (2014) and Sarker et al. (2012) have documented differ-

ent types of relationships between platform owners and complementors that are also characterized by different

degrees of provided knowledge. Second, platform development is characterized by a large number of firms participat-

ing in development (Gawer, 2014; McIntyre & Srinivasan, 2017), which introduces difficulties in scaling KBR for plat-

form owners. For example, Apple's ecosystem currently comprises more than 300 000 app developers, and SAP has

more than 10 000 development partners on its enterprise software platforms. Therefore, a reinvestigation of Carlile

(2004) with regards to consequences of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries for shaping KBR may offer

insights into product development that spans an unprecedented number of complementor firms rather than product

development within a single firm.
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Guiding question 2. What are the consequences of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries for

platform governance, in terms of how do enterprise software platform owners overcome these boundaries?
3 | METHOD

3.1 | Research design

Recognizing the lack of in‐depth field studies on knowledge boundaries in platforms on the one hand, and compara-

tive studies on the other hand, we conducted an exploratory qualitative field study of 4 enterprise software platform

ecosystems (Eisenhardt, 1989). The enterprise software industry is highly concentrated and dominated by a few

players, such as Microsoft, Oracle, Salesforce, and SAP. We selected 2 of the largest firms in this industry, which

we refer to as platform owner 1 (PO1) and platform owner 2 (PO2). PO1 offers software solutions for a variety of

industries, regions, and customer needs. At the time of our study, PO1 had more than 70 000 employees and revenues

exceeding US$20 billion. PO2 covers consumer and business software. PO2 had more than 100 000 employees and

generated more than US$80 billion in revenue.

Our aim was to identify platforms of PO1 and PO2 that serve as distinct cases, allowing us to contrast different

knowledge boundaries (cf. Fichman, 2004). Thus, we searched for platforms that exhibited sufficient reach to study

various complementors as well as a heterogeneous platform technology. Our search was supported by data from

http://isvworld.com—a global software industry database providing detailed information on software platforms and

complementors. We collected freely available documents and descriptions from http://isvworld.com, including docu-

mentations of platform design, training certifications, and presentations. We refer to the selected platforms by their

pseudonyms MOBILE, ERP, CRM, and BIGDATA. MOBILE and BIGDATA are platforms of PO1, CRM and ERP are

platforms of PO2. Table 1 briefly describes the selected platforms.
3.2 | Data collection

To collect data, we conducted a large‐scale interview study with executives of PO1 and PO2, as well as 38

complementors affiliated with MOBILE, ERP, CRM, and BIGDATA, between October 2013 and June 2014. Our inter-

view study began with key executives (vice presidents) of PO1 and PO2 (henceforth referred to as VP PO1 and VP

PO2) to gain an in‐depth understanding of the research problem and platform contexts. We identified complementors

across the 4 platforms MOBILE (n = 11), BIGDATA (n = 11), CRM (n = 8), and ERP (n = 8), through a mix of
Description of cases

E
is a platform for enterprise applications that connects employees, mobile devices, and business needs. It covers

ionality for the exchange of data between traditional back‐end systems and multiple MOBILE devices. MOBILE was
ned as a layer on top of a number of enterprise software systems and provided a simplified methodology to view and
ve data from these systems in way that is convenient for handheld devices, including mobile phones and tablets.

n enterprise resource planning platform geared toward the core requirements of midsized organizations and
iaries of larger enterprises, specifically assisting with the management of finance, supply chain, manufacturing, sales,
n resources, and projects. In the context of ERP, vertical and horizontal add‐on solutions are distinguished.

an integrated customer relationship management platform targeted at small and medium‐sized businesses. CRM was
lished as a platform for increasing the sales and marketing efficiency of companies regardless of size and industry.
al to CRM are add‐ons focused on various industries and functional requirements, including business intelligence,
insights, and campaign management.

TA
A is an in‐memory, real‐time analytics platform and supports advanced algorithmic text mining features, such as
uctured data analysis. Complementors can build persistence or analytic models, server‐side or line‐of‐business logic,
r interfaces for displaying data.

http://isvworld.com
http://isvworld.com
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representative sampling based on their size, industry, and location, as well as snowball sampling based on recommen-

dations of our interview partners.2 We concluded data collection when we reached theoretical saturation on the

topics of interest. Table 2 describes our sample of complementors. The complements developed by these firms

include specialized geo‐information systems for the utility sector, cross‐industry HR solutions, tools for back‐end inte-

gration of global supplier networks, waste management solutions, and applications that support customer contract

negotiations.

Table A1 in the Appendix shows the pre‐formulated, high‐level interview guidelines we used. Two researchers

conducted the interviews; one was responsible for guiding the interview, and following the guidelines, and the other

one took notes and asked questions based on the respondent's answers (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Interviews were

conducted face‐to‐face or via phone, each involving either the chief executive officers (CEO) or the chief product offi-

cers (CPO) of the particular complementor. We chose the CEOs and CPOs of these firms as interview partners

because they were responsible for coordinating add‐on development. For each platform, we conducted the interviews

within a 2‐month time frame (Miles & Huberman, 1994). We recorded and transcribed each of the interviews. The

interviews lasted about 60 minutes on average and varied from 45 to 150 minutes.

We complemented our interviews with archival data available in the form of internal documents, presentations,

and product roadmaps of the particular platforms whenever our informants gave us access to these documents

(Eisenhardt, 1989). For MOBILE and BIGDATA, one researcher also attended 2 annual developer conventions in order

to get an overview of the relationship between the platform owner and complementors and the general interactions

between the platform owner and complementors.3
3.3 | Data analysis

We started by openly coding a priori‐defined concepts in Carlile's (2004) framework: differences, dependencies, and

novelty of knowledge. Table 3 offers definitions of the a priori constructs. Open coding involved attaching descriptive

conceptual labels to interview statements and documents, while refining the properties and dimensions of each con-

cept using the constant comparison technique (Charmaz, 2014; Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Analyses related to our guid-

ing questions began with a within‐case perspective, and then continued with comparisons of interpretations across

cases in order to arrive at a coherent understanding of how differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge

were manifested. Two authors began coding the interviews independently, but discussed their understanding of

the coded passages early on, continuously aligning and refining their understanding of the a priori constructs (Miles

& Huberman, 1994).

Once differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge were identified, we began to identify patterns in the

data regarding our guiding questions. For question 1, we coded data for direct or indirect rationales given by inter-

viewees for the experienced differences, dependencies, or novelty of knowledge. This procedure was based on open

and axial coding (Charmaz, 2014, Corbin & Strauss, 1990). We iterated over our data several times with the goal of

identifying new patterns, in terms of recurring rationales or emergent constructs that related to differences, depen-

dencies, or novelty. To achieve theoretical distinction between emergent constructs, the coders continuously aligned

their understanding of the coded passages and the meanings of the emergent constructs using written down defini-

tions and empirical examples. Table 3 provides the agreed upon definitions. We systematically compared the
2For example, one interviewee described the situation of a complementor that had struggled with a new release of the ERP platform

because the new release obsoleted parts of the complementor's business. In such cases, we asked interviewees to provide us with the

contact data of the particular complementor to allow for further investigations.

3We addressed informant bias in various ways. First, we followed interview guidelines that focused on chronologically reflecting

objective events and facts of the exchange between platform owners and complementors. Second, we gathered documents from

the corresponding organizations and the public media regarding the particular platforms. Third, we collected data in real time and

maintained contact with the interviewees for several months after the study. This provided us with a longitudinal perspective on

the cases. Finally, we promised confidentiality in order to motivate informants' accuracy.



TABLE 2 Sample of complementors

No. Platform Region Firm Size Interviewee(s)

1 BIGDATA APJ Small CEO

2 BIGDATA CEE Medium CPO

3 BIGDATA EMEA Small CEO, CPO

4 BIGDATA EMEA Small CPO

5 BIGDATA EMEA Small CEO

6 BIGDATA EMEA Small CEO and CPO

7 BIGDATA NA Medium CEO and CPO

8 BIGDATA NA Medium CEO and CPO

9 BIGDATA NA Small CEO

10 BIGDATA NA Small CPO

11 BIGDATA NA Small CEO and CPO

12 CRM EMEA Medium CEO

13 CRM EMEA Medium CEO

14 CRM EMEA Small CEO/CPO

15 CRM EMEA Small CEO

16 CRM EMEA Small CEO

17 CRM EMEA Small CEO

18 CRM EMEA Small CPO

19 CRM EMEA Small CEO/CPO

20 ERP EMEA Large CEO

21 ERP EMEA Medium CEO/CPO

22 ERP EMEA Medium CEO

23 ERP EMEA Medium CEO

24 ERP EMEA Small CEO

25 ERP EMEA Small CEO/CPO

26 ERP EMEA Small CEO

27 ERP EMEA Small CEO

28 MOBILE APJ Medium CEO

29 MOBILE APJ Small CEO/CPO

30 MOBILE CEE Large CEO and CPO

31 MOBILE CEE Medium CEO/CPO

32 MOBILE CEE Small CEO/CPO

33 MOBILE EMEA Large CEO

34 MOBILE EMEA Small CEO/CPO

35 MOBILE EMEA Small CEO/CPO

36 MOBILE NA Medium CEO and CPO

37 MOBILE NA Medium CEO

38 MOBILE NA Small CPO

Note: The table describes the empirical sample of our interview study. APJ stands for Asia‐Pacific, CEE for Central and East-
ern Europe, EMEA for Europe, the Middle East and Africa, and NA for North America. CEO stands for Chief Executive Officer
and CPO for Chief Product Officer. Firm size is coded based on EU recommendation 2003/361 and staff headcount
(small<50, medium<250, otherwise large).
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emergent constructs within and across cases using replication logic (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The constructs that

emerged in this process are functional extent, interface design, and evolutionary dynamics (see Table 4).



TABLE 3 Definition of a priori and emergent constructs

Construct Definition

A priori‐defined (adapted from Carlile, 2004)

Differences The degree to which the domain knowledge of different actors deviates from each other.

Dependencies The degree to which linkages across different domains of knowledge of stakeholders involved in
developing the product exist.

Novelty The degree to which knowledge changes.

Syntactic boundary Situations in which actors at the boundary lack a shared terminology (ie, a communication
device) for integrating knowledge.

Semantic boundary Situations in which actors at the boundary lack a shared meaning for integrating knowledge.

Pragmatic boundary Situations in which actors at the boundary lack shared interests for integrating knowledge.

Emergent

Knowledge boundary
resources

Objects and activities employed by platform owners in order to overcome knowledge
boundaries and enable effective product development outcomes.

Scope The extent of information, skills, and organizational capability provided by knowledge boundary
resources to address syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries.

Scale The extent to which a knowledge boundary resource can accommodate the demands of
complementors.

Functional extent The degree and depth of core functionality that a platform offers for reuse and recombination.

Interface design The degree to which a platform implements open or proprietary standards in specifying
complementors' interactions with the platform technology.

Evolutionary dynamics The rate of change with which the platform technology changes.

TABLE 4 Causes of differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge at the boundary between platform owners
and complementors

Properties of the Knowledge
Boundary (Carlile, 2004)

Theoretical Causes of Knowledge
Boundary Properties Empirical Examples

Differences and dependencies in
knowledge

Functional extent ● platform for ERP vs platform for mobile
applications

Interface design ● HTML5 (open) vs Silverlight (proprietary)
● OData (open) vs solidDB (proprietary)

Novelty of knowledge Evolutionary dynamics ● version releases
● acquisitions
● technological change
● integrations
● policy changes
● regulatory requirements

Note: Please refer to Table 3 for the definitions of the constructs.
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Regarding guiding question , we followed a 3‐step procedure. First, we openly coded data related to Carlile's

(2004) theoretical approaches to overcome differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge. Table 3 defines

the a priori constructs. This process yielded empirical examples of how platform owners sought to overcome knowl-

edge boundaries. Second, we used open and axial coding to identify distinct categories of specific resources provided

by the platform owners to overcome knowledge boundaries (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Over several iterations—under

constant comparison within cases and across cases as well as the continuous alignment of coders—scale and scope

emerged as key dimensions of KBR (see Table 3), resulting in broadcasting, brokering, and bridging as 3 qualitatively

distinct categories of KBR (see Table 5). The last step of our analysis involved exploring which KBR platform owners

employed to manage syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries. To this end, we relied on pattern matching (Miles

& Huberman, 1994), ie, we compared the prevalence of a certain type of boundary with the KBR employed by



TABLE 5 Platform owners' approaches to addressing knowledge boundaries

Broadcasting Brokering Bridging

Description Standardized, based on resources
that provide knowledge via
transferable objects or through
storage in centralized
databases. Accessible by
complementors without having
to interact with the platform
owner.

Intermediate type of knowledge
boundary resources that provides
meta‐knowledge in terms of
knowing where complementors
may obtain help. Implemented
via dedicated, semi‐formalized
interaction. Brokering mediates
between platform owner and
complementors.

Individualized mode of knowledge
boundary resources based on
intensive, frequent, and
sometimes informal exchanges
between platform owners and
developers. Organizational
members of the platform
provider form a direct link with
organizational members of
complementors.

Scale Entire ecosystem of
complementors

Subset of complementors Individual complementor

Scope Factual, generally applicable
knowledge, not necessarily
problem specific

Meta‐knowledge, gives direction on
where/how to obtain problem
solution

Specific problem‐solving
capabilities

Empirical
examples

● technical documentation
● information portals
● handbooks
● sample code
● Modelling guidelines
● massive online courses
● communities of practice
● hosted developer sandbox

● helpdesks
● account manager

● one‐to‐one assistance
● technological coaching
● co‐innovation activities
● alignment workshops between

third‐party developers and
platform owners
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platform owners—both across platforms and within platforms. During this step, we also identified exemplary passages

that we use to illustrate the co‐occurrence of a boundary and a KBR.

We presented our findings at a practitioner workshop on software platforms in which we received verbal valida-

tion for the contextualization of concepts and the identified patterns. The reactions and discussions increased our

confidence in the internal and external validity of the insights we had gained. The following section discusses our find-

ings by drawing on detailed empirical evidence. With the exception of patterns that relate to platform owners' man-

agement of pragmatic boundaries, the findings we report are based on multiple instances across the 4 studied

platforms.
4 | FINDINGS

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the key findings of our study. Table 4 shows our main findings regarding the question of

what influences differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge at the boundary between platform owners

and complementors. We find that differences and dependencies of knowledge are closely connected to properties

of the technology at the basis of interfirm collaboration—in particular, the platform's functional extent and interface

design. We observe that a platform's functional extent and its interface design are main drivers of differences and

dependencies in knowledge at the boundary between platform owners and complementors. Differences and depen-

dencies become most salient when circumstances at the boundary change. We observe such novelty to be driven by

the evolutionary dynamics of the platform. Evolutionary dynamics refer to general changes in the technological trajec-

tory of a platform, such as platform updates, technological integrations, or regulatory changes. Evolutionary dynamics

create syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries between platform owners and complementors that require spe-

cific approaches in order to be overcome.

Table 5 shows our main findings with regard to the question of how platform owners address syntactic, semantic,

and pragmatic boundaries, which emerge from the functional extent, interface design, and evolutionary dynamics of a

platform. We observe that platform owners face a trade‐off between providing knowledge at the right scope, while
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allowing for the scalability of knowledge resources for the entire ecosystem. Depending on their scope and scale, we

classify KBR as broadcasting, brokering, or bridging, with each category representing qualitatively distinct patterns in

managing knowledge in platform ecosystems. We further find that platform owners provide various resources to

overcome knowledge boundaries, including information portals, handbooks, documentation, helpdesks, and alignment

workshops. Differences and dependencies in knowledge lead to syntactic boundaries between platform owners and

complementors, which platform owners address through “broadcasting”—a particular type of KBR characterized by

high scalability but limited scope. Evolutionary dynamics lead to semantic and pragmatic boundaries, which platform

owners address through the KBR “brokering” and “bridging.” Brokering and bridging represent interactive boundary‐

spanning activities that platform owners use in addition to broadcasting. Brokering, and particularly bridging, facilitate

broader scope but are limited in terms of their scalability.

In what follows, we present our findings with regard to the goals of this study: to observe (1) what influences dif-

ferences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge at the boundary between platform owners and complementors,

and (2) how platform owners address the resulting syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries.
4.1 | How do differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge emerge at the
boundary between platform owners and complementors?

4.1.1 | Differences and dependencies in knowledge

Our analyses substantiated our a priori assertion that knowledge boundaries in the context of platform ecosystems

closely relate to properties of the platform's underlying technology. Our findings suggest that 2 specific technological

characteristics of platforms influenced differences and dependencies of knowledge between platform owners and

complementors—functional extent and interface design. First, differences in knowledge were influenced by a

platform's functional extent. We refer to functional extent as the degree and depth of core functionality that a platform

offers for reuse and recombination. To develop add‐on solutions that provide value to clients, complementors

required at least a basic understanding of the overall platform and its functionality. Given that complementors were

dependent on platform owners to access knowledge of the platform's functionality, greater functional extent was

associated with greater differences in knowledge. For example, C54 had acquired substantial expertise in the waste

management business. To generate customer value from this knowledge, C5 needed to develop a product that tightly

interacts with an enterprise software solution (in this case ERP). To do so, C5 required knowledge on using and instan-

tiating platform functionality.

Second, knowledge dependencies were influenced by the design of platform interfaces. Platform interfaces dif-

fered as to whether they relied on open standards, ie, standards that are publicly available and widely used, or on

the platform owner's proprietary standards. These differences in designing interfaces were consequential because

interfaces described the rules and procedures delineating how complementors could access platform functionality

and data. If interfaces were designed using proprietary specifications, complementors seemed to depend more on

the platform owner as the sole locus of development‐related knowledge. Whenever complementors sought knowl-

edge, it was necessary to interact with the platform owner. By contrast, when platform owners implemented open

standards, complementors could access various third‐party resources such as wikis and books. As a consequence,

open standards reduced knowledge dependencies between platform owners and complementors.

In the following, we illustrate the influence of functional extent and interface design. Regarding functional extent,

consider the cases of CRM and MOBILE. Initially, PO2 developed CRM as a stand‐alone software, which addressed

functionality ranging from customer accounts to sales opportunities, customer leads, as well as collaboration and deci-

sion‐making support for companies regardless of size and industry. CRM addressed the concerns of producing firms

regarding heightened client sensitivity to price, value, and service and helped erode barriers to switching products for
4We refer to complementors as C[Number], and to platform owners as PO1 and PO2 (seeTable 2). We refer to the interview partners

as [Role] C[Number]. Roles are VP (vice president), CEO (chief executive officer), and CPO (chief product owner).
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clients. Following a series of technological extensions, PO2 decided to open its platform 8 years prior to our study.

Complementors developed add‐ons that customized CRM to various industries and functional requirements, including

business intelligence, social insights, campaign management, sales, service, marketing, and social intelligence.

Complementors regarded CRM as a powerful platform. However, over the years, several acquisitions of competing

platforms had “inflated” CRM, transforming it into an extensive enterprise software that was difficult to understand.

At CRM, the increased functional extent broadened differences in knowledge between PO2 and complementors.
5Please n

inition o
“I don't think there exists a single person who knows the entire system in detail. This is because of the

many acquisitions in the past that have been integrated into a single system” (CEO C33)

“Back then [CRM] was established as a merged platform from acquisitions of various firms in the

[CRM] market that were integrated into one holistic solution. I am completely impressed by its

functionality but it is like a jungle when you want to understand how things work.” (CEO C4)
By contrast, MOBILE complementors reported less marked knowledge differences. PO1 had introduced MOBILE

with the aim of providing a platform for enterprise applications that would connect employees, mobile devices, and

business needs. Similar to consumer‐oriented mobile platforms, MOBILE complements took the form of “apps.” Stra-

tegically, PO1 established MOBILE with the intention of offering complementors the business opportunity of building

and commercializing business apps. MOBILE covered functionality for the exchange of data between traditional back‐

end systems and multiple mobile devices. Compared with CRM, MOBILE offered less functionality, mostly consisting

in the mere display of business data on mobile screens, rather than providing substantial business logics or

customizations. Some MOBILE complementors reported having simple apps running within just a few days, while

some CRM complementors released initial prototypes only several months after joining the platform.

To illustrate this phenomenon, let us consider the examples of BIGDATA and MOBILE. At release time, BIGDATA

was an in‐memory database and real‐time analytics platform. Clients used BIGDATA to maximize the capabilities of

current hardware to increase application performance, to reduce cost of ownership, and to enable new scenarios

and applications for managing large data sets in ways that were not previously possible. Complementors could build

persistence or analytics models, server‐side or line‐of‐business logic, or user interfaces for displaying data. Program-

ming was done in a standard programming language, yet queries had to be made in a proprietary and specifically built

language.
“Yeah, it's definitely costly to build compatibility to [BIGDATA]. We would like to manage the risk, but

they [PO1] did not truly open the data specifications.” (CEO C16)

“One thing I would like to add to [BIGDATA] is still missing and that was missing from the start. You

know partners put so much time and money and investment into building these products, but there is

a complete disconnect between the platform and what you know from other technologies. [...] We

keep it going for now, but in the past we struggled.” (CEO C17)5
To contrast the influence of open interfaces, consider MOBILE. PO1 designed MOBILE interfaces as a layer

on top of several enterprise software systems of PO1. MOBILE implemented open standards, including HTML5

and OData. HTML5, for example, is a standard proposed and maintained by the World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C) for the design of web pages and interactions. The use of open standards considerably decreased knowl-

edge dependencies. Sometimes complementors already had knowledge on working with these standards from

prior projects or previous training. If complementors encountered problems, they could easily access various

knowledge sources outside the platform, such as stackoverflow.com—thus decreasing dependence on PO1's

knowledge.
ote that platform owners in our sample referred to complementors as “partners.” Partners are identical to our theoretical def-

f complementors in the background.

http://stackoverflow.com
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“We have had historically some bad experiences with things like dashboard design being based on

[proprietary technology]. And when you kind of go down that road they [complementors] get

locked into a certain plug‐in or so. So what really came out of for [MOBILE] that we like so much is

the idea of mobility as a platform but then using open source or ideas like open HTML5 standards.

[...] We realized that OData is the standard, and when you are working with a standard it is good

for learning, because you can find many other people who know the technology.” (VP PO1)

“For [MOBILE] most interfaces are based on OData and we use a programming language similar to

JavaScript, where plenty of information is available. Thus, the complexity to develop is comparably

low.” (VP PO1)

“You know, all these things like capsuled HTML and Gateway. It is simple to understand these things

and to get started on [MOBILE] because we knew most of that.” (CEO/CPO C26)
In sum, our findings suggest that knowledge differences and dependencies were influenced by the technical prop-

erties of the platform, in terms of the functional extent of a platform and the design of the technical interfaces of the

platform.

4.1.2 | Types of knowledge boundaries: Syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries

After complementors joined a platform, which introduced the need for development‐related knowledge, differences

and dependencies of knowledge mattered greatly. In addition to these initial complexities, differences and dependen-

cies became apparent when novelty changed the circumstances at the boundary. We observed that novelty of knowl-

edge at the boundary was primarily influenced by the evolutionary dynamics of the platform, in terms of the general

changes of the technological trajectory of a platform. PO1 and PO2 added, modified, or removed platform function-

ality on a regular basis, triggered by competitive pressure, technological advances, and acquisitions. PO1 and PO2 also

regularly released platform updates to accommodate security issues or performance problems. Other evolutionary

dynamics included broader exogenous factors, such as regulatory requirements with respect to data security or indus-

try‐level policy changes, such as differences in waste disposal at the state level.

Evolutionary dynamics made differences and dependencies of knowledge apparent. To illustrate how evolution-

ary dynamics caused syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries, let us consider the case of ERP. More than a

decade prior to our study, PO2 introduced ERP to address the core requirements of midsized organizations and

subsidiaries of larger enterprises—specifically by assisting with the management of finance, supply chain, manufactur-

ing, sales, human resources, and projects. Once a year, PO2 released a new version of its platform. These annual

releases contained bug fixes, security improvements, and minor performance enhancements. Although representing

comparably minor changes to isolated function libraries, it created differences and dependencies in knowledge.

Complementors had to evaluate the changed functionality carefully. In one case, for example, C10's development

teams had to evaluate (1) whether deprecated functionality required direct changes to their add‐ons, (2) whether

deprecated functionality potentially had indirect implications on how the add‐on interacted with third‐party software

such as databases or runtime environments, or (3) whether client‐side changes were triggered by the release. By

obsoleting parts of the platform technology, the annual updates changed parts of the shared understanding between

platform owners and complementors. In this sense, the annual ERP updates created syntactic boundaries between

PO2 and complementors because they led to differences and dependencies in knowledge at the boundary.
“These releases [...] cost a lot of effort [...] and money of course. Sometimes [they do] more harm than

good [...]. When our client calls and their production is down [...] we go there and have to figure out

what is going on […] and what has changed.” (CEO C10)

“One example, [ERP release] back then made some noise for quite some time. Basically, we were not

clear about the date when it would be available for us. So there were different dates announced, I
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think, first it wasmid‐2012, then it was early 2012—in the end it was released in December 2012. Sowe

—andour customers aswell—struggled. And I couldn't find a clear answer to that from [PO2].” (CEOC10)
We also observed how evolutionary dynamics created semantic boundaries. For example, in 2010, a broader tech-

nological shift—cloud computing—triggered a change in the market for enterprise systems. Several competitors had

already offered parts of their products as cloud services, forcing PO2 to invest in developing a fundamentally revised

version of ERP that customers could run in a private cloud setup. Due to legacy issues with the interfaces of the

“Finance” module of ERP, PO2 released an updated specification of how complements had to communicate with

the ERP core system. Despite this change being formally announced and documented, complementors said they

and their clients had only limited awareness about the connotations and the implications of the change. In addition,

PO2 had pushed the changed much faster than usual, which put complementors under pressure to better understand

the changes and inform their clients accordingly. Although the change in the finance module had formally been doc-

umented by PO2, its connotations and implications were much more context specific, and therefore tacit. For exam-

ple, the change to the “Finance” module required substantial changes for C12, a company that produced a niche add‐

on for clients with regulatory requirements necessitating a customized side‐process for keeping and reporting their

ledgers. The impact of the interface change for C12 was not clear to PO2 because it would have required PO2 to con-

sider a particular context of a complementor to understand and precisely communicate the consequences. The change

in the interface triggered context‐specific implications that were less codifiable and therefore not explicitly articu-

lated. As a consequence, PO2 and C12 interpreted the change differently, creating a semantic boundary.
“One of our products targets customized ledger processes for firms subject to [German regulation].

The regulation affects less than 50 companies. When we contacted [PO2] in this matter, they were

not even aware of this issue. It was simply not on the radar of [PO2].” (CEO C12)

“I think where everyone struggled [...] is, you know, targeting where to go [to] get the information you

need in a very exact way.” (CEO C12)
Finally, we observed that evolutionary dynamics caused pragmatic boundaries—conflicts of interest and strategic

misalignment in particular. A recurring cause of pragmatic boundaries involved PO1's and PO2's decisions to inte-

grate functionality into their platforms that overlapped with or obsoleted the products of some complementors.

Integrations created conflicts of interest as complementors feared that clients would always choose the platform

owner's own solutions over a third‐party solution if both were comparable regarding features or price. Such discrep-

ancies directly affected many complementors, yet also had indirect spillovers on the behavior of other

complementors in terms of holding back further investments into their products. Some of our interviewees sug-

gested that reliable knowledge concerning the platform's long‐term roadmap and strategy would have prevented

such consequences.
“I think it's very important to give more information to complementors about what functionality is

planned for [ERP]. I've just found out the next version of [ERP] will have a function that can copy

and paste data between Excel and the grids in [ERP transactions]. This is exactly what one of my

add‐ons does. I know that there will always be a risk of this happening but with better information

on the planned functionality for [ERP] things like this can mostly be avoided.” (CEO C5)

“And we think that development companies or small‐sized companies are actually acting faster than

the large organizations. What we expect from [PO2], and what is critical for us: we would like to

receive some kind of information up‐front, so that we are not pushed by them. [...] That [PO2]

helps us to keep spaces” (CEO C7)
In sum, the evolutionary dynamics of the platform—triggered, for instance, by updates of the platform technology,

regulatory changes, or changes in the strategic intent of platform owners—caused changed circumstances at the
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knowledge boundary between platform owners and complementors. Evolutionary dynamics significantly disrupted

development by creating qualitatively distinct types of boundaries: syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic.

4.2 | How do platform owners overcome syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic knowledge
boundaries?

4.2.1 | Scope and scale of knowledge boundary resources

One of the notable issues that emerged from our analyses is that the decision‐making of PO1 and PO2 was influenced

by 2 considerations, which we refer to in the following as scope and scale. One consideration of PO1 and PO2 was to

provide complementors with the “right” scope of knowledge, in terms of the extent of information, skills, and organi-

zational capability provided by platform owners to address syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries. Designing

KBR of appropriate scope constituted a considerable aspect of work in the management of PO1 and PO2. Frequent

discussions in the program management of PO1 for instance focused on whether BIGDATA complementors should

receive free annual classroom training sessions in key aspects of the technology to provide them with an extensive

scope of knowledge. Another consideration of PO1 and PO2 was the scale of KBR, in terms of the number of

complementors that an approach in managing the knowledge boundary was capable of addressing. Although PO1

and PO2 strived to maximize the scope of their KBR, they were often limited by considerations of scale. For example,

toward the end of our study, the MOBILE ecosystem encompassed 426 complementors, creating substantial chal-

lenges for PO1 in disseminating knowledge to this number of complementors. Although PO1 maintained a physical

training center for complementors, the offered classroom sessions were not readily available for all MOBILE

complementors, due simply to insufficient scalability in terms of instructors, seats, and content provision.
6Please n
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“The program [MOBILE] is indeed a volume program, which means that it has very strong standardized

processes and we cannot regard the needs of each individual partner. So that is certainly one of the

essential features that the partners exhibit, that they can orientate themselves within the program

and are capable of working within such a standard approach.” (VP PO1)

“You could say that we try to coordinate partners by providing certain assets to them and by making

their usage as easy as possible. […] However, this is always limited considering the number of partners

that we have to manage.” (VP PO2)
In sum, we observed that platform owners' decisions regarding shaping knowledge boundaries was influenced by

a trade‐off between providing knowledge at the right scope, attempting to overcome the knowledge boundary itself,

and providing knowledge at the right scale, in terms of how many distinct complementors a KBR was able to address.

4.2.2 | Categories of knowledge boundary resources

Next, we want to offer a closer look at the actual KBR implemented by PO1 and PO2. PO1 and PO2 employed various

approaches of conveying knowledge to complementors, including information portals, interface documentations, mas-

sive open online courses, communities of practice, helpdesk services, and alignment workshops. Depending on their

scope and scale, we broadly categorized KBR as broadcasting, brokering, and bridging (see Table 3),6 which we

describe below. Subsequently, we explain the circumstances at the knowledge boundary that led PO1 and PO2 to

implement them.

We refer to KBR that are highly standardized, technology‐based, and scalable to the collective of complementors

as broadcasting. Broadcasting provides standardized, formalized knowledge that complementors can access without

having to interact with the platform owner. Broadcasting includes boundary objects such as guidelines, handbooks,

programming tutorials, information portals, and technical documentation. Broadcasting resources encompass a known
ote that our claim is not that these types are independent of each other but rather that they represent qualitatively distinct

es through which platform owners provide complementors with knowledge.
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response to anticipative, recurring, and well‐understood developer requirements in the form of predefined, fixed, and

objective facts. Broadcasting provides knowledge to complementors in terms of transferable objects or through stor-

age in centralized databases.

Next, we refer to KBR that are semiformal, dedicated, and interaction‐based structures as brokering. Brokering

includes, for example, help desks, account managers, or face‐to‐face or phone resources that provide technical infor-

mation about aspects of platform development. Thus, brokering includes boundary objects, but also boundary‐span-

ning activities, given that personal interaction between organizational members of platform owner and complementor

constitutes a key aspect of brokering. Despite such personal interaction, we observed brokering to be strongly formal-

ized. Platform owners used brokering to disperse recently updated knowledge. Brokering was limited in its scale, par-

ticularly by the availability of skilled resources. For example, PO2 provided ERP complementors with account

managers, which covered 5 to 20 complementors each.

Finally, we refer to KBR that are based on ongoing, frequent interactions between experts of the platform owner

and complementors as bridging. Embedded, personal linkages between organizational members of platform owners

and complementors, ie, boundary‐spanning activities, are characteristic of bridging, which also limits the scale to

individual exchanges. Platform owners in our sample used bridging to provide complementors with problem‐solving

capabilities and context‐specific knowledge. Bridging includes alignment workshops, one‐to‐one assistance,

technological coaching, and coinnovation projects. For example, on an annual basis, PO1 held a developer conven-

tion with selected complementors of BIGDATA to exchange technological aspects of the platform and its future

directions.

4.2.3 | Platform owners' use of knowledge boundary resources

Although we do not intend to derive propositions on the effectiveness of broadcasting, brokering, and bridging in

overcoming different types of boundaries, we illustrate PO1's and PO2's use of different KBR in the presence of syn-

tactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries. In our case studies, we found evidence that platform owners accommo-

dated syntactic boundaries by using broadcasting resources. On MOBILE, for example, PO1 relied on the “learning

hub,” an information portal publishing publicly available development‐related information that was available 24/7.

Along with new releases of MOBILE, PO1 broadcasted information on changes to the platform via the learning hub

and provided detailed change logs and tutorials making new behaviours of the platform apparent. For PO1, broadcast-

ing resembled an appropriate approach because it allowed for the transfer of knowledge at an appropriate scope while

preserving scalability for the large number of complementors on the platform.
“Documentation is the most valuable resource for developers. We occasionally underestimate that.

We always have the mindset that we need to provide courses or webinars to explain everything.

However, that is not what all developers prefer. They learn the technologies by searching for the

needed information.” (VP PO1)
Broadcasting appeared limited in addressing semantic boundaries. Consider again the case of ERP and, more par-

ticularly, the update of the API for the “Finance” module. Before the update, PO2 had relied almost exclusively on

broadcasting to convey knowledge following platform updates. Broadcasting resources were guidelines that docu-

mented technical specifications and interfaces for third parties. The reference and modelling guidelines describing

how to implement database queries had grown to several hundred pages of instructions over time. Complementors

noted that technical documentation and handbooks were crammed with specifications. After the update,

complementors seemed to struggle with these guidelines. Many of the available guidelines were outdated. PO1 prom-

ised new ones, yet even after publication, guidelines were inconsistent. According to complementors, a “single source

of truth” was missing.
“So, we wanted some level of stability before we made that [development] decision. I think there was

a period of stability for a good six to eight months during which we did a lot of development work. But
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between then and now we've seen that there has been another change on the software's architecture.

In the past years, [PO2] has been extremely innovative and their list of acquisitions has multiplied

development speed by ten compared to earlier years, which is one of the issues we raised.” (CEO C5)

“The new program documentation, it's very lengthy. [...] So, with every new version it takes us about

two weeks to review that internally. It's so extensive. We had to get help from all sides to understand

and review that.” (CEO/CPO C8)
The update in the “Finance” module created semantic boundaries. First, this required PO2 to reestablish a “com-

mon lexicon” (function libraries, API documentation, guidelines) for communicating with complementors. Second, it

required PO2 to translate the changes to reestablish a common understanding. PO2 recognized these challenges.

Throughout the migration period, PO2 significantly invested in brokering resources. PO2 set up dedicated human

resources responsible for handling third parties. PO2 referred to these capacities as “account managers.” Oftentimes,

account managers were full‐time employees that stood in loose but regular contact with a small set of complementors.

Account managers were trained in handling technological requests of complementors. If complementors required

knowledge that exceeded their capacities, account managers forwarded the requests to program managers or the

internal development teams of PO2. In addition, PO2 established helpdesks capable of clarifying technical issues

for complementors. Helpdesks provided on‐site face‐to‐face and phone resources dedicated to addressing technolog-

ical requests in a formalized manner. PO2 offered complementors a few free helpdesk inquiries when they signed up

for the platform. Our interviews with the complementors strengthened our impression that helpdesk interactions tend

to be brief, formalized, and instrumental in nature. Although helpdesks and account managers provided mostly codi-

fied information, the semiformal interactions helped complementors narrow down the information that was relevant

for their immediate context.
“We established a hybrid program. We have account managers […] responsible for a certain number of

developers in the respective regions. They work as an extension and point developers toward the

direction were they find detailed information and work efficiently as a first anchor point.” (VP PO2)

“It's quite pleasant if you have a personal contact. If you have trouble with something, you can call her

and she takes care of it. She also escalates our requests to the program management, if things need to

go fast.” (CEO C6)
Evidence of knowledge management in the case of pragmatic boundaries was comparably scarce. Yet, in the few

instances when pragmatic boundaries occurred, PO1 and PO2 seemed to invest in bridging resources. One such epi-

sode occurred in the case of BIGDATA. Technological developments and customer requirements had forced PO1 to

integrate new features into the platform itself, which had previously been under the purview of complementor C17.

The integration created conflicts of interest between PO1 and C17. PO1 recognized this conflict, and, with the goal of

maximizing the outcomes both for complementors and itself, implemented resources to communicate potential con-

flicts ex ante. For example, PO1 provided selected complementors with an 18 to 24‐month roadmap on planned

changes to the platform. In addition, PO1 invited BIGDATA complementors to its annual “developer summit,” during

which PO1 presented recent advances of the platform technology. Interviewees reported that such events gave fre-

quent and informal access to knowledge, ultimately allowing complementors to anticipate changes to the platform

early, allowing them to integrate potential consequences into add‐on development. In addition, employees at PO1

accumulated knowledge about the particular focus of complementors over time, which allowed them to better con-

textualize knowledge.
“My colleague is six to eight times a year at [PO1 headquarters]. This makes the exchange very

intensive and this is also very good […]. We have been doing this for a long time and this has

proven successful for not running into the danger of being too much surprised by the actions of

[PO1].” (CPO C17)
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“On Monday before the developer conference, we all came to the headquarters and there was a sort

of a meeting, where [PO1 manager] was there, [BIGDATA head of development] was there, a number

of people were there and presenting information […]. You know, the sort of secrets of the conference

and sort of what helped us.” (CEO C30)

“Sometimes there is also strong technological support. We recently had a performance issue, as the

add‐on was not running fast enough. This had to do with the access to the database and [PO1] sent

a software specialist that supported us intensively so that the performance was as high as possible.

You find such opportunities on [BIGDATA] but surely not on all other platforms.” (CEO C16)

“[We engaged in closer interaction because] we do not want to earn money from the partners, but

together with the partners.” (VP PO1)
In sum, we observed that the considerations of platform owners regarding the scope and scale of knowledge

resources at the boundary emerged in 3 qualitatively distinct types of KBR—broadcasting, brokering, and bridging.

Platform owners used these types of KBR to address syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries.
5 | DISCUSSION

5.1 | Main findings

The goals of this study were (Guiding Question 1) to understand what influences differences, dependencies, and nov-

elty of knowledge at the boundary between enterprise software platform owners and complementors and (Guiding

Question ) how platform owners overcome the resulting syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic boundaries. We investi-

gate these questions by conducting a multiple‐case study of 4 enterprise software platforms involving 40 interviews

and secondary data.

Our study yields 3 major findings. First, we find that characteristics of the technical design of a platform, in terms

of its functional extent and interface design, create differences and dependencies in knowledge between platform

owners and complementors. Differences and dependencies in knowledge become apparent once the evolutionary

dynamics of the platform alter the conditions at the boundary—eg, because platform owners decide to modify parts

of the platform or due to regulatory changes—thus creating syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic knowledge boundaries.

Second, we observed that platform owners address knowledge boundaries by providing different kinds of KBR.

The provision of these resources is guided by the question of how to provide complementors with knowledge at

the right scope and scale. Depending on their scope and scale, we classified the observed KBR as broadcasting,

brokering, or bridging.

Finally, while the effectiveness of the provided KBR was not at the center of our investigation, we observed that

the reliance of platform owners on broadcasting, brokering, and bridging depended on the knowledge boundary. Dif-

ferences and dependencies in knowledge lead to syntactic boundaries between platform owners and complementors,

which platform owners address through broadcasting—a particular type of KBR characterized by high scalability but

limited scope. Evolutionary dynamics lead to semantic and pragmatic boundaries, which platform owners address

through brokering and bridging KBR that complement boundary objects with more personal boundary‐spanning

activities.
5.2 | Theoretical contributions

Our study makes 3 main contributions. First, our work contributes to literature on knowledge management in platform

ecosystems, particularly in the context of enterprise software platforms. Prior work has documented the importance

of knowledge management as an instrument of platform governance from various perspectives, including boundary
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resources and spanning (eg, Eaton et al., 2015; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013; Huber et al., 2017), platform engi-

neering and design (eg, Baldwin & Woodard, 2008; Carlile, 2002; Ulrich, 1995; West, 2003), and governance strategy

(eg, Boudreau & Hagiu, 2009; Cusumano & Gawer, 2002; Shapiro & Varian, 1998). Yet, a comprehensive picture of

knowledge management in platform ecosystems did not yet exist. Our study is among the first to offer a thorough

examination of the interactions at the knowledge boundary between platform owners and complementors. We con-

textualize Carlile's (2004) framework on knowledge boundaries for platform development (Davison & Martinsons,

2016; Johns, 2006). Our study sheds light on the causes of differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge at

the boundary. In our context, we observed that these different types of boundaries also exist when product develop-

ment is organized as a platform ecosystem. In this context, differences and dependencies appeared to derive from the

technological design of the platform rather than from organizational relationships between employees and depart-

ments. In addition, we describe in detail the various approaches platform owners take in order to overcome knowl-

edge boundaries by shaping resources at the boundary. Platform owners' considerations in providing KBR involved

a trade‐off in the scope and scale that platform owners used to shape the resources. Our description of scale as a

property of KBR adds a further facet to Carlile's (2004) framework—namely, the notion that handling knowledge

boundaries is not only a question of the right scope but also the right scale. This appears to be particularly relevant

in contexts where an unprecedented number of organizations work together, as in our study. This overview extends

our understanding of a core problem in platform management—a contribution researchers have recently called for

(Bergvall‐Kåreborn & Howcroft, 2014; Van Alstyne et al., 2016).

Second, we contribute to work that studies platform governance decisions from a design and engineering per-

spective. Although properties of platform architectures have been examined previously (Baldwin & Woodard, 2008;

Carlile, 2002; Ulrich, 1995; West, 2003), few, if any, studies have assessed implications for the knowledge boundary

between platform owners and complementors. Our findings add to these studies by showing how decisions regarding

platform design can create knowledge boundaries. As outlined above, platform design decisions can be consequential.

If not accounted for by the provision of KBR, platform owners risk losing out on complementary innovation. By

outlining the theoretical causes underlying differences, dependencies, and novelty of knowledge boundaries, we also

respond to work calling for an understanding of the influence of platform technology on decisions regarding platform

management (Bergvall‐Kåreborn & Howcroft, 2014; Tiwana et al., 2010).

Finally, our findings contribute to the ongoing debate on the optimal form of platform governance. Work in this

stream engages with the question of whether platform owners should organize complementors by means of compe-

tition or by means of cooperation (Armstrong, 2006; Boudreau & Lakhani, 2009; Huang et al., 2013; Shapiro & Varian,

1998). Our study illustrates that platform owners may need to invest in cooperation in contexts of increasing knowl-

edge boundaries. As our findings show, platform owners faced syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic knowledge bound-

aries with increasing evolutionary dynamics of the platform, which required them to invest in brokering and bridging in

order to address them. Therefore, our findings add to the ongoing discussion about optimal forms of platform gover-

nance by illustrating an important contingency that may require platform owners to consider investing in cooperation:

knowledge boundaries.
5.3 | Research implications

Our findings have at least 3 implications for research. First, the finding that the technical design of a platform creates

differences and dependencies in knowledge at the boundary between platform owners and complementors implies

that decisions regarding platform design and governance are closely linked to each other. Therefore, a complex tech-

nical design of the platform may require substantial costs of governance in later stages of the platform by creating

knowledge boundaries for complementors. Even in later stages of the platform lifecycle, such governance costs

may be incurred when platform owners conduct changes to the platform. During episodes of evolutionary dynamics,

development seems to become particularly difficult for complementors, because parts of their existing knowledge

may be rendered obsolete, resulting in semantic and pragmatic boundaries and the need to reacquire development‐
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related knowledge. Whether and how platform owners can address such ripple effects of technological decisions is

unclear, because platform owners are subject to macro changes in technologies, or must constantly evaluate whether

to invest in new versions of their platform (Anderson, Parker, & Tan, 2014; Katz & Shapiro, 1994).

Second, the finding that platform owners provide different categories of KBR depending on issues of scope and

scale implies that the provision of KBR goes beyond pure cost considerations. One of the key challenges for platform

owners is to attract a critical mass of clients and complementors to benefit from 2‐sided network effects (eg, Parker &

Van Alstyne, 2005). If platform owners predominantly use KBR that are not scalable to the ecosystem level, then they

may fail to achieve this critical mass of complementors. This may point to a key difference between consumer plat-

forms, such as Apple's iPhone, and more complex enterprise software platforms. Although our study's focus was

not on the success or survival of platform ecosystems, it may provide the foundation for future research on the com-

plex interplay between technological characteristics, knowledge boundaries, KBR, and 2‐sided network effects.

Finally, the finding that platform owners vary in their provision of KBR lays the groundwork for research on the

effectiveness of KBR. While it was beyond the goal of our study to identify the effectiveness of particular types of

KBR in addressing particular knowledge boundaries, our findings provide several qualitative insights. Our findings sug-

gest that depending on the knowledge boundary between platform owners and complementors, broadcasting may

become ineffective in enabling successful add‐on development. This contrasts with work promoting a competitive

governance of complementors, and would instead advocate investing in cooperative relationships with

complementors. In our study, we observed that platform management is not solely a matter of providing

complementors with access to a joint technological infrastructure, but rather requires investments in cooperative rela-

tionships with complementors. As bridging represents a costly activity, our findings emphasize that platform owners

should decide on strategic innovation partners with which they engage closely.
5.4 | Practical contributions and managerial implications

Our findings also have important managerial implications. First, our findings suggest that platform owners may con-

sider changes to their platform as a trade‐off: changes may offer a competitive edge but may widen the knowledge

gap for complementors if not aligned with investments in KBR. This discussion is particularly interesting in light of

the current trend toward cloud‐based software solutions. A key aspect of cloud‐based software development is that

the former infrequent but comprehensive update releases are substituted by quick releases of updated microservices

—a development culture often referred to as DevOps (Roche, 2013). In particular, cloud‐based enterprise software will

likely show a high degree of evolutionary dynamics when small and quick releases accumulate. The trade‐off related to

evolutionary dynamics points to the crucial role of functional extent and interface design. Prior studies have touched

on the decisive role of interfaces for the management of platforms, but have thus far not considered their crucial role

for adequately equipping third‐party developers with knowledge (Baldwin & Clark, 1997; Ghazawneh & Henfridsson,

2013; Kallinikos, Aaltonen, & Marton, 2013). Conclusions from our insights on knowledge boundaries would suggest

that owners of platforms with high evolutionary dynamics (such as cloud platforms) may need to limit the functional

extent of their platforms and rely on open interface standards to reduce complexity at the boundary and cushion the

potential adverse effects of evolutionary dynamics for complementors. In sum, our analyses underscore propositions

in prior research of a close linkage between platform technology and its management (Tiwana et al., 2010; Yoo,

Henfridsson, & Lyytinen, 2010).

Second, by providing a classification of 3 broad types of KBR, we equip managers with a tool for evaluating their

approaches in providing third‐party developers with development‐related knowledge. In particular, our findings pro-

vide practitioners with guidance in sensing knowledge requirements of complementors and offer advice on designing

KBR that address these requirements. Foremost, our results suggest that the design and management of platforms

represent distinct dimensions that require a careful balance. Moreover, platform owners may find the categorization

of KBR into broadcasting, brokering, and bridging helpful in assessing and evaluating the status quo of knowledge dis-

semination to complementors in their platform ecosystems.
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6 | CONCLUSION

We studied the management of development‐related knowledge across firm boundaries in enterprise software plat-

form development. Our exploratory, multiple‐case study of 4 enterprise software platforms illustrates that knowledge

management is a nontrivial challenge of platform governance. Technical characteristics of the platform—in particular

its functional extent, interface design, and evolutionary dynamics, seem to create differences, dependencies, and nov-

elty of knowledge, resulting in different types of knowledge boundaries between platform owners and

complementors. To mitigate knowledge boundaries, platform owners provide various resources, including information

portals, documentation, helpdesks, and alignment workshops. The provision of these resources is subject to a trade‐

off between providing knowledge in the right scope, while allowing for the scalability of knowledge resources for the

entire ecosystem. We classify KBR depending on their scope and scale as broadcasting, brokering, and bridging, each

representing qualitatively distinct patterns in managing knowledge in platform development.
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APPENDIX A.
TABLE A1 Interview guideline

Information about company and interviewee
● information about the company, in particular prior relationship to the platform owner and historical development.
● position within the company, role with regards to the relationship to platform owner.

Complementor support on the platform
● description of how development‐related knowledge is obtained.
● how is information exchanged between platform owner and

your company?

Development
● process and complexities in add‐on development for the platform.
● architectural characteristics of the platform, in particular description of core functionality.
● changes to the platform, unanticipated events.
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